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Wow! Even Paul Ryan Questions Suspicious
California Election Results Where
Democrats Flipped 7 Seats AFTER ELECTION
DAY
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Orange County, a traditionally conservative enclave in
Southern California turned all blue after Democrats
found tens of thousands of votes post election day.

Just two years ago in 2016, only 2 Congressional districts in
Orange County voted blue–now just two years later every single
district voted blue.

Democrat blue wave? More like Democrat election fraud.

There were (530,427) Democrat votes in Orange County for
Congress and only (487,704) for the Democrat governor.
Democrats picked up more than 42,000 votes in Congress
over the governor’s race.

The Republican candidate won the governor’s race in Orange
County but every single House seat picked up enough votes
AFTER ELECTION DAY to sweep Orange County.

On Thursday even Speaker Paul Ryan questioned the curious
results in California.

The Hill reported:
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Weeks after House Republicans lost their majority, Speaker
Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) on Thursday cast serious doubts about
the “bizarre” election system in California, where it appears
that seven GOP-held seats will flip to Democratic control.

The California election system “just defies logic to me,” Ryan
said during a Washington Post event.

“We were only down 26 seats the night of the election and
three weeks later, we lost basically every California race. This
election system they have — I can’t begin to understand
what ‘ballot harvesting’ is.”

It was a remarkable comment from the retiring Speaker of
the House, who until now had not joined President Trump
and other Republicans who have complained about what
they believed were election irregularities in places like
Florida and California.

After this story was published, Ryan campaign spokesman
Jeremy Adler said in a statement: “The Speaker did not and
does not dispute the results” of the election.


